xCORE VocalFusion™ Speaker provides far field voice capture and processing (including beamforming, echo cancellation, de-reverberation and noise suppression) combined with Sensory TrulyHandsfree™ technology and XMOS’ flexible IO to deliver superior handsfree voice interface solutions for home and conferencing applications.

Based on the XVF3000 series of voice processors, VocalFusion Speaker offers direct interfacing to four PDM (Pulse Density Modulation) microphones in either linear or circular arrays and can be easily integrated with an applications processor or host PC via either USB for audio and control or a combination of I2S and I2C.

Voice sources are isolated from unwanted noise using advance DSP techniques including adaptive beamforming, full-duplex echo cancellation and noise suppression. Keyword trigger detection, delivered by Sensory, enables users to activate devices simply by speaking instead of having to physically touch the device. Making VocalFusion Speaker the ideal voice interface solution for smart speaker applications.

Getting started with the XVF3000 series couldn’t be easier with application specific evaluation boards supported by a range of tools to customize, debug and test your application.
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Features
- XVF3100 processor BaseBoard
- Circular or linear array of x4 PDM MEMS microphones
  - Circular:
    - 90mm diameter, 43mm radius mic spacing
    - Ideal for 'centre of the room' applications
  - Linear:
    - 100mm long, 33mm inter-mic spacing
    - Ideal for 'edge of the room' applications
- USB device (micro-B) for easy interfacing to a PC
  - Optional I2S and I2C interfaces
- Audio output via 3.5mm headphone jack
- xTAG interface for JTAG debug

DEVELOPING WITH XVF3000 PROCESSORS

The xTIMEcomposer™ tool suite provides everything you need to write, debug and test applications for the XVF3000 series. A rich set of optimisation parameters are available to ensure that the best results are achieved for the individual acoustics of the end product. These parameters include adjustment to noise attenuation and gain control as well as numerous optimisations for echo cancellation.

For more information and to download xTIMEcomposer go to www.xmos.com/tools.

ORDERING INFORMATION

For a list of XMOS distributors, please visit www.xmos.com/support/distributors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part number</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XK-VF3100-C43</td>
<td>xCORE XVF31000 VocalFusion BaseBoard, 90mm circular microphone array,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xTAG debugger, USB cable x2, ribbon cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XK-VF3100-L33</td>
<td>xCORE xVF3100 VocalFusion BaseBoard, 100mm linear microphone array,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xTAG debugger, USB cable x2, ribbon cable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>